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MANUFACTURING 2009 
 
ABSTRACT: The U.S. Manufacturing Industry is at a dangerous inflection point.  The 
dominant global manufacturing leader since the 1940’s, the U.S. now finds its leadership 
position threatened by global competition and adverse domestic behavior.  The 2009 
Manufacturing Industry Study Group at the Industrial College of the Armed Forces analyzed 
the U.S. Manufacturing Industry in a global context to determine if the U.S. can maintain 
competitive pre-eminence, create high value-added manufacturing jobs and lead innovation in 
manufacturing at the level and pace necessary to satisfy the needs of both its defense industrial 
base and the country’s broader, strategic goals and vital interests.  Analysis indicates trends in 
the global manufacturing ecosystem are leading U.S. Manufacturing toward the wrong side of 
that inflection point.  This report recommends the U.S. correct this divergence by adopting 
more supportive manufacturing policies reflective of both current global competition and U.S. 
needs.  It further recommends these policies be based on a comprehensive national economic 
strategy which incentivizes better collaboration between government, industry and academia.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 The United States is currently the world's leading producer of manufactured goods, but 
global trends reveal significant challenges to its leadership position.  Developing countries are 
transforming their agrarian-based economies into manufacturing-based economies, joining the 
rest of the industrialized world’s quest for the myriad benefits of high value-added 
manufacturing.  Additionally, internal U.S. behavior is making it difficult and economically 
unattractive to sustain a domestic manufacturing base.  The 2009 Manufacturing Industry 
Study Group (MISG) of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces studied the impact of 
these trends to determine their impact on U.S. national security.  Through consideration of 
fourteen industrial characteristics, two international exemplars (China and Malaysia), and 
discussions with domestic and international leaders across the global manufacturing 
ecosystem, the MISG concluded the U.S. can—and in fact must—maintain competitive pre-
eminence, create high value-added manufacturing jobs and lead innovation in manufacturing 
at the level and pace necessary to satisfy the needs of both its Defense Industrial Base and the 
country’s broader strategic goals and vital interests. 
 The MISG found manufacturing remains critical to U.S. diplomatic, information, 
military and economic power, comprising 14% of the U.S. GDP and serving as a force 
multiplier for many other industries.  Unfortunately, analysis shows U.S. Manufacturing to be 
on the wrong side of an emerging inflection point, from which it may not be able to recover 
without concerted action.  To correct this trajectory, the MISG recommends the U.S. take the 
following actions:   
 

1. Develop and resource a National Economic Strategy that will feed into the 
existing National Security Strategy.  An NES would further integrate consideration 
of economic issues into broader policy decisions about how the U.S. deploys its 
instruments of power to advance national security interests. 

2. Use the aforementioned National Economic Strategy preparation process to 
continually examine key issues affecting America's manufacturing sectors.  
Examinations would bring needed focus to the role of manufacturing in the health of 
the defense industrial base and illuminate the dynamics at play between trade 
imbalances and domestic productive capacity. 

3. Develop and expand pathways for collaboration between academia, industry, and 
government.  Pathways would create synergies across organizations to support each 
tier of the manufacturing environment.  

4. Create an independent panel to review the impact of taxation, regulatory 
compliance, and benefits burdens on domestic manufacturers.  Review would 
bring focus to ways that government policies might be tweaked to limit unnecessary 
impediments to onshore production. 

 
 America’s ability to continue its leading role in the world rests with continuing its 
tradition of unparalleled innovation and the ongoing creation of knowledge-based and high 
value-added manufacturing opportunities.  Reversing current trends is directly relevant to 
securing vital U.S. interests.  The MISG believes a long-term strategy reflecting the criticality 
of a strong Manufacturing Industry is essential to long-term U.S. economic health and national 
security, a factor critical to maintaining global stability and increasing global economic 
prosperity. 
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INTRODUCTION 

I have learned something about my country.  I run a global company, but I am a citizen of the 
U.S. I believe that a popular, 30-year notion that the U.S. can evolve from being a technology 
and manufacturing leader to a service leader is just wrong. In the end, this philosophy 
transformed the financial services industry from one that supported commerce to a complex 
trading market that operated outside the economy. Real engineering was traded for financial 
engineering. In the end, our businesses, our government and many local leaders lost sight of 
what makes a nation great: a passion for innovation. – Jeffrey Immelt1 

 
 As Mr. Immelt expresses in his uncharacteristically candid letter to General Electric’s 
shareholders in the Corporation’s 2008 Annual Report, the U.S. has been sidetracked by the 
promise of short term—and subsequently fictional—market gains.  Three decades of financial 
engineering fed unsustainable growth at the expense of the “real” engineering and ingenuity 
that had catapulted a largely agrarian nation into the world’s only superpower underpinned by 
an unparalleled manufacturing base. 
 Likewise, national leadership has been distracted by the false promise of quantifiable 
metrics.  These metrics may reflect the current U.S. status as dominating many indicators—
economic size, manufacturing output, productivity, innovation, etc., but actually mask the far 
more critical trends which reveal the deterioration of U.S. industrial capacity in an 
increasingly globalized—and ruthlessly competitive—environment.  These negative trends are 
particularly disconcerting given the invaluable contributions the U.S. Manufacturing Industry 
has historically provided across all instruments of national power—providing diplomatic 
clout, critical information assets, military capability, and economic strength from the nation’s 
inception. 
 But is the U.S. Manufacturing Industry still critical in an increasingly networked, 
global economic environment, one rapidly populated by larger service and knowledge 
sectors and increasing competition?  If so, can the U.S. maintain competitive pre-eminence, 
create high value-added manufacturing jobs and lead innovation in that Industry?  Given 
the Industry’s traditional criticality to U.S. national power, the 2009 Manufacturing Industry 
Study Group (MISG) at the Industrial College of the Armed Forces (ICAF) considered these 
questions by researching manufacturing challenges spanning historical, current and future 
periods and across domestic and international geographical lines.  It overwhelmingly 
concluded2 the U.S. Manufacturing Industry indeed remains critical to U.S. national power 
and its vital interests.  Furthermore, the MISG concluded the U.S. can—and must—achieve 
these three goals—pre-eminence, high value-added jobs, and innovation—substantiating its 
thesis with four key recommendations capable of securing the Manufacturing Industry’s 
irreplaceable contribution to U.S. vital interests. 
 

SECTION I: OVERVIEW 

 The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) defines the 
Manufacturing Industry as  
 

“…the establishments engaged in the mechanical, physical, or chemical transformation of 
materials, substances, or components into new product.  … [Such] establishments [(e.g. plants, 
factories, or mills)] may process materials or may contract with other establishments to process 
their materials for them.  Both types of establishments are included in manufacturing.”3   
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 This definition requires some elaboration.  The corresponding factory floor activities of 
direct production are colloquially referred to as “little m” manufacturing (i.e. “bending 
metal”).  Far more critical to U.S. national security, however, is its complement, “Big M” 
manufacturing, the industry view the MISG researched.  “Big M” manufacturing is broader 
than mere production.  Specifically, it: 
 

“…expands [the scope of “little m”] scope to include many of the decisions, processes, and 
activities that occur both upstream and downstream of factory floor activities…[e.g.] e-
business, product design, process development, supply chain management, plant design, 
capacity management, product distribution, product costing, performance measurement, plant 
scheduling, quality management, workforce organization, equipment maintenance, strategic 
planning, and interplant coordination, [and] direct production…”4 

 
 Stan Shih, the founder of Acer 
Computer and creator of the Shih Smile Curve 
in Figure 1, plotted the value added at each 
stage of the production chain.  He posits “little 
m” manufacturing produces the least value 
added of any step in the process.5  As a result, 
“little m” manufacturers continue to be 
challenged to reduce their costs of production 
to compensate for the relatively low 
proportion of value they add to the final 
product.  However, “little m” manufacturing 
is not the same across all product markets.  It 
can provide critical insights into the other 

elements of that curve, lost through shortsighted value chain analysis.  Immature products and 
complicated systems often require unique manufacturing processes which may serve as 
barriers to competition.  In such situations, the curve may be inverted, or at the very least 
flattened.  This latter model represents high value-added manufacturing, the ultimate prize 
coveted by industrial leaders across domestic and international manufacturing industrial bases, 
and one once dominated by the U.S.  

Figure 1. “Big M” view of Manufacturing 

 Maintaining competitive pre-eminence, leading innovation and creating high-value 
jobs is not only critical to securing U.S. vital interests, but securing global stability as well.  
As Dr. Leslie Gelb6 aptly notes in his treatise on U.S. responsibilities, the international 
community needs U.S. leadership to perpetuate both a liberal world order and global economic 
growth, noting, “…no single country…group of countries [or] international institution can 
provide such leadership,” except the U.S.7  But such responsibilities require the U.S. have 
assured access to a robust manufacturing base to underpin the power base required for such 
global development.  That in turn requires the U.S. adapt to this new, far more competitive and 
fast-paced world order in accordance with Immelt’s concerns—realigning U.S. strategies, 
priorities, attitudes, and execution of its corresponding manufacturing policies to secure U.S. 
vital interests.  This Industry Study Report provides a means to address these concerns.   
 The Report describes the Industry’s criticality, characteristics, and the challenges and 
trends supporting four recommendations.  Recommendations, in turn are derived from 
analytical research focused on 14 industry characteristics and two international exemplars 
(Malaysia and China).  The MISG also relied on empirical data gathered from visiting with 
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key contributors in the domestic and international Manufacturing Industry to develop its 
assessment.   
 Figure 2 graphically represents the relationships critical to the health and stability of 
the Manufacturing Industry.  Although the MISG initially focused principally on the criticality 
of the Defense Industrial Base (DIB) and its corresponding “Iron Triangle” (comprised of 
Industry, the DoD, and the Government), the MISG’s analyses and discussions identified two 
other, equally critical triads.  Many of America’s international competitors appear to better 
recognize the importance of these two additional relationships, substantiated by observations 
from international travel and best summarized by Robert Malone8: 
 

“[t]he extraordinary effort made by so many foreign governments to limit and even reduce their 
manufacturers' costs, in turn, points to a major political problem hobbling domestic U.S. 
manufacturing: For most of our biggest trade partners, promoting domestic industry is a very 
high national priority. For the U.S. government, it is at best an afterthought.” 9 

 
 This first additional relationship defines the linkage between academia, technology and 
industry which stimulates research, development, and innovation.  The corresponding second 
relationship describes the linkage between academia, industry and government policy 

which supports education, product development and production.  This second linkage provides 
a critical “bridging” function tying academia to real-world needs via industry through 
supportive government manufacturing policies.   

Academia Government 

Education 
 

Product 
Development 

Iron  & Production 
Triangle Innovation 

(Acquisition) R&D 

Industry DoD Technology 
(e.g. Big “M” Manufacturing) 
National Economic Strategy 

Figure 2.  Critical Manufacturing Bridge Supporting National Security 

 U.S. challenges reflect in part a relative decline of manufacturing in the economy as 
consumer demand, professional and educational choices, and macroeconomic policies have 
encouraged the rise of the services sector relative to production.  But a major component of 
what ails U.S. manufacturing is foreign competition, where national governments incentivize 
collaboration between academia and industry, subsidize (or provide in whole) that academic 
education, develop national policies to support their national industrial bases, and incentivize 
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research and innovation.  Their actions result from being forced to optimize their traditionally 
limited resources to compete with the previous U.S. monolith, one quickly being overtaken by 
Asian competition.10  Such optimization and competitive advantage in this new globalized 
economy now threaten the U.S. Manufacturing Industry, and subsequently, the U.S. vital 
interests on which they depend.   
 The challenges and trends emerging in this new world economic order and their 
corresponding threats indicate the U.S. Government can no longer rely on the country’s 
previous substantial lead and capacity to best satisfy U.S. national priorities in internal and 
external environments of pure competition.  The Manufacturing Industry, particularly the 
portion of that Industry comprising the DIB, no longer has the capacity, resources, or time to 
do so.  Although the U.S. currently leads the world in the three individual triads in Figure 2, 
trends indicate that leadership is threatened.  More importantly, the U.S. does not have the 
requisite integration across these critical triads.  The Industry only requires the Government 
better understand—and communicate—its needs and establish corresponding, integrated 
policies to strengthen the elements which satisfy those needs through fair and equitable market 
competition.  As such, this report’s final recommendations center on this necessary bridging 
function given the Industry’s criticality to national security, described in the next section. 
 

SECTION II: WHY THE U.S. MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY MATTERS 

 Adam Smith famously warned that “…[i]f any particular manufacture was necessary, 
indeed, for the defense of the society it might not always be prudent to depend upon our 
neighbors for the supply…”11  U.S. vital interests are thus best secured by a domestic 
manufacturing base able to meet the needs of its defense.  The Manufacturing Industry is of 
critical importance to U.S. national power given its size, its symbiotic relationship with many 
dual-purpose12 industries and its direct contribution to the military instrument of power 
through the materiel it provides to secure and defend the nation.  The emergence of global 
value chains may shift part of that burden to allies or other trusted sources, but history shows 
the U.S. should foremost determine the requisite domestic manufacturing base necessary to 
secure U.S. national security. 
 The U.S. Civil War demonstrated the industry’s criticality to national defense where 
the industrialized North was able to out-produce the often tactically superior Southern 
Confederacy.  A half century later, a demobilized defense industrial base could not equip its 
forces or those of its allies until the closing months of “The Great War.”  Market forces 
transformed the resultant post-WWI defense industrial capacity into a burgeoning commercial 
industrial base, supporting U.S. economic growth in the late 1930s.  However, at the onset of 
the WWII that industrial base was again not adequately prepared to support wartime demands 
of itself and its allies, compared to a German manufacturing sector focused on wartime, vice 
commercial, production.13  American leadership was eventually able to mobilize its 
geographically protected industrial base, overcoming the often technically superior Axis 
technology by superior U.S. production capability.  American factories then carried the 
manufacturing burden for both itself and its war-torn allies, mass producing the aircraft, ships, 
land combat vehicles, and other vital support equipment instrumental in the Allied victory.    
 Although the U.S. will not again face the kinds of generational warfare in the examples 
above—i.e. first-generation warfare (e.g. American Revolutionary War), second-generation 
warfare (e.g. U.S. Civil War)—and may not ever again face strictly third-generation warfare 
(e.g. WWII, Desert Storm), the corresponding manufacturing bases that supported U.S. forces 
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in past conflicts, must still be able to support U.S. forces to prosecute future generations of 
warfare, whatever form they may take.  
 In addition, over its history, U.S. Manufacturing significantly contributed to the 
economic and diplomatic components of national security.  On the back of its uniquely 
unscathed post-WWII industrial base, the U.S. quickly rose to super-power status, achieving 
global manufacturing supremacy and eclipsing every other nation in terms of productivity and 
output.  The U.S. Manufacturing Industry then built and rebuilt, tooled and re-tooled its base, 
singularly producing up to 32%14 of the world’s manufactured goods while simultaneously 
fueling U.S. living standards to unprecedented heights during the last half of the 20th century.   
 The Manufacturing Industry alone comprises nearly 14% of U.S. GDP, itself eclipsing 
the total GDP of all but seven other countries.15  It provides the durable goods the U.S. (and in 
many cases the world’s) population consumes, the processed food it eats, the medicines on 
which it relies, and the capital assets it uses to produce even more goods.  “Big M” 
manufacturing provides significant benefits to local, state and national economies as well, 
supporting 1 in 6 U.S. jobs,16 in part a result of its 1.37 “multiplier effect,”  the largest 
multiplier of any U.S. industry.17 Thus manufacturing provides an extraordinary level of 
secondary benefit to the U.S. economy and prosperity.  Finally, Manufacturing fuels the U.S. 
informational power base, providing the IT hardware, software, and processes necessary to 
gather, synthesize, and transport that information.   
 Simply put, without a robust Manufacturing Industry, the U.S. cannot—and will not—
sustain its present global advantage.  The following sections on industry characteristics and 
trends describe the corresponding concerns to U.S. national security.   

 
SECTION III: MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY CHARACTERISTICS 

 
 The MISG performed broad-based, bottom-up research, augmented by domestic and 
international travel, to determine the ability of the U.S. to maintain competitive preeminence, 
lead innovation, and create high value added manufacturing jobs in the competitive 21st 
century global economy.  The research considered the integrated effect of 14 key 
interdependent characteristics affecting the Manufacturing Industry.  The 14 characteristics 
are:  

U.S. National Government Policy and Programs DoD Industrial Base Policy                
State and Local Government Policy   Offshoring                           
Intellectual Property Rights     Trade Regulations                          
Productivity      Global Value Chains            
Global Supply Chains                 Industrial Operational Excellence 
Information Technology    Manufacturing R&D                     
Frontier Technologies, and                
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics Education 

In addition to these characteristics, the MISG also considered two exemplars, China and 
Malaysia, to add an international perspective.  Figure 3 on page 10 provides a framework 
illustrating the interrelationship of these 14 industry elements.  Notably, U.S. national 
government policy and programs have a unique opportunity to impart significant impacts on 
the other 13 elements.  Broadly speaking, manufacturing firms must incorporate the effects of 
national policies with corresponding state and local government policies (e.g., federal and   
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local tax rates) when making global investment and operational decisions.  For example, firms 
weigh the potential benefits of lower taxes and less restrictive regulations outside the U.S. 
against the risk of losing control of proprietary technology in an environment that cannot 
sufficiently protect intellectual property.  Given myriad government policies and programs, 
firms are faced with complex optimization problems as they attempt to maximize their 
competitive advantage.  
 The current set of U.S. government policies is outdated, poorly coordinated and 
insufficient for the networked 21st century global marketplace.  Current policies remain 
steeped in a 20th century, industrially-based, free market economic model.  They are 
inappropriate for the needs of today’s economic structure where the combination of products, 
services, knowledge—and increasingly the policies of other countries—enables specialization 
and competitive advantage across sectors, especially manufacturing.  The intensely 
competitive nature of global manufacturing and manufacturing’s criticality to national power 
elevates the importance of government policies.  Likewise, lack of strong coordination 
weakens their effectiveness.  
 U.S. government policies and programs, including environmental regulations, 
corporate tax law, and both monetary and fiscal policy also provide incentives and 
disincentives to steer behavior.  These policies are often myopic, failing to effectively 
incentivize the bridging necessary to carry the considerable competitive advantages the U.S. 
holds in R&D and entrepreneurship across the innovation and application gap.  Instead, these 
policies often support individual pieces of a system, e.g., education (Pell grants), R&D 
(renewable energy), and small business development, but fail to secure the system itself (e.g. 
the manufacturing sector).  Given the criticality of the DIB, the U.S. Government did develop 
a separate DoD Industrial Base Policy (IBP) targeting the “Iron Triangle” of Congress, DoD, 
and industry.     
 The DoD Industrial Base Policy is codified in Title 10 of the U.S. Code.  The DoD 
relies on a private defense industrial base to provide the majority of the goods and services it 
consumes.  As the buyer in a defense materiel monopsony, the DoD possesses significant 
buyer power over suppliers.  However, it does not have the financial resources to single-
handedly ensure the health and viability of the defense industrial base.  To compensate, the 
DoD develops policies to guide and communicate its behavior in the defense materiel market 
to maximize its contribution to DIB health and ensure access to defense items to meet the 
security needs of the nation.  Title 10 directs the DoD to seek an industrial base that is 
“reliable18, cost-effective19, and sufficient20 to meet strategic objectives.”21  Furthermore, the 
DoD requires the DIB to meet product integrity requirements (e.g., free of tampering and 
counterfeiting) and support the entry of smaller competitors and sub-system suppliers,22 where 
state and local policies are best positioned to stimulate these providers. 
 While State and Local Government Policies are both dependent on and independent 
of the national policies and programs mentioned above, they play an integral role in the 
success of U.S. manufacturing capability.  For example, whereas reduced labor cost is often 
cited as the most important factor in outsourcing manufacturing jobs to places such as China, 
India, and Malaysia, there are many variables manufacturing industries consider before 
relocating to other cities, states, or countries.  Access to an educated and trained work force, 
adequate infrastructure, competitive tax structures, and a robust R&D capability are critical, 
inspiring some states to develop research, innovation, or technology incubation parks to 
stimulate high value-added manufacturing.  For example, North Carolina’s Research Triangle 
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Park successfully recruited manufacturing firms, convincing them to relocate to realize the 
regional benefits.  The alternative to intrastate emigration or installing production capacity 
domestically is offshoring.   
 Offshoring refers to the contracting out of goods production or service sector activities 
to businesses located abroad.  The rise of Japanese and European multinationals is credited 
with spurring offshoring in the 1970s and 1980s.23  Offshoring typically involves one of two 
scenarios leading to reduction in U.S. jobs.  The first scenario involves the movement of work 
abroad by a corporation to a foreign subsidiary or joint venture, such as when General Motors 
replaces an American-made model in its Saturn line with one manufactured by its German 
subsidiary, Opel.24  The second form of offshore outsourcing involves the procurement of a 
new product or service from an unrelated entity abroad, essentially replacing work done in the 
U.S., e.g., Dell employing Taiwanese manufacturers to build computers once built in the 
U.S.25   Manufacturers generally seek substantial net savings (e.g., 50% or higher26) to offset 
the increased logistics and transportation costs and resulting communication and management 
challenges.  Offshoring also raises considerable concerns with respect to intellectual property 
rights in that offshoring could provide workers access to invaluable and vulnerable U.S. 
intellectual property (IP) in and environment lacking sufficient protection.   
 Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)27 are legal rights granted by a government to 
protect the ideas of individuals or firms in order to encourage innovation and creativity by 
allowing creators to economically benefit from their work.  IPR typically cover intellectual 
property associated with patents, trademarks, copyrights, and trade secrets.  Intellectual 
property is a key contributor to U.S. leadership in the global economy, estimated to underpin 
more than 50% of all U.S. exports, generating an enormous export income, and responsible for 
40% of U.S. economic growth.28,29  Individual  governments grant—and protect—IPR to 
protect intellectual property against piracy, counterfeiting or infringement.  IPR violations 
constitute a significant threat if not prosecuted under the stipulations of the trade rules 
designed to protect it internationally.  As identified during travel, American, German, Irish, 
and Hungarian companies endeavor to protect their IPR when moving manufacturing to 
foreign countries, specifically restricting some of their more valuable intellectual property.  
China’s widespread and egregious intellectual property violations remain a significant 
concern, while Malaysia has largely corrected its IPR deficiencies, fostering a considerable 
increase foreign direct investment and trade. 
 Nations trade when it benefits them to do so. Trade Regulations are critical to 
assuring those benefits in a naturally anarchic system.  Regulations support communication 
and the flow of imports and exports between countries, in turn increasing national and global 
prosperity.  Nations prefer to trade under the guarantee of a rule-based architecture and 
equitable means of redress, both provided by trade regulations which normalize many 
different national politico-socioeconomic systems to ensure fair trade pervades the system.  
Manufacturing-related trade rules revolve around three key elements: 1) Dumping—acts by a 
foreign entity which harm a sector of the importing nation’s economic base by selling a 
product at a price below fair market value30; 2) Subsidies—direct or indirect acts by which an 
exporter’s cost is offset by government contributions which interfere with the ability of the 
“hidden hand”31 to shape the marketplace; and 3) Safeguards—acts by which an exporter 
floods the marketplace with a particular product.32  Aggrieved importers can file a complaint 
with the World Trade Organization or directly against the nation in violation and impose 
punitive tariffs, countervailing duties, or anti-dumping levies to normalize the price.  
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 While the aforementioned components of the manufacturing environment describe the 
broad impacts of legal considerations, the Manufacturing Industry should account for other 
“Big M” elements to synthesize national policies with market forces.  The MISG considered 
competitive advantage, competition abroad (e.g. China, India, Mexico, Malaysia), the supply 
chains and their related value chains, operational excellence, R&D investments, and 
productivity.  Consider first productivity.   
 Measures of Productivity growth constitute core indicators for the analysis of 
economic growth.  Since 1959, labor productivity indices and related measures for broad 
economic sectors, including manufacturing, have been published by the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics.  Productivity is commonly defined as a ratio of a volume measure of output (e.g. 
product value) to a volume measure of input (e.g. labor hours). While there is no disagreement 
on this general notion, a look at the productivity literature and its various applications reveals 
very quickly that there is neither a unique purpose for, nor a single measure of, productivity.  
Productivity measurements cover indicators such as technology readiness, efficiency, cost 
savings, benchmarks, production processes, and living standards so firms and agencies can 
gauge the effectiveness of strategies and programs.   
 Productivity provides a good comparative measure across different manufacturers—
within their domestic domains—in that they are similarly impacted by the same inaccuracies 
inherent to the data, and to some extent to the level of outsourcing, offshoring, company 
merging and product quality.  Manufacturers consider the impacts of these indicators to fully 
ascertain productivity values and understand how productive a company or country is within a 
given market or in the aggregate.  The MISG found productivity metrics invaluable, as these 
metrics objectively demonstrated the loss of manufacturing jobs in low-value manufacturing 
was offset by automation and outsourcing, enabling significant increases in U.S. output.  
Productivity metrics also enable firms to optimize global supply chains and global value 
chains to maximize efficiency and minimize cost. 
  Global Supply Chains (GSC) comprise the inclusive trail of materials that come 
together into a final product sold as a unit.  The supply chain of a single product begins in 
many different areas as raw or recycled resources and moves toward the final product as firms 
add value at each stop on the way.  The culmination of this process results in a finished 
product that can be sold to a consumer.  Enabled by information technology (IT), global 
manufacturers employ parts and labor from global suppliers.  Some manufacturers derive 
significant advantages by ensuring adequate supplies are domestically (or even locally) 
available within a small radius.  For example, all BMW first tier suppliers are located within a 
600 km radius of BMW’s main plant in Germany.  Other manufacturers leverage geographical 
advantages to both manufacture and sell their goods; Hungary and the Bavarian region of 
Germany both rely on their strategic central European locations to support their R&D and 
manufacturing bases, while Ireland markets itself as the gateway to the European Union for 
the U.S.  Manufacturers continually trade border transaction costs (e.g., tariffs), labor costs, 
capital costs, logistics (e.g., shipping), external business costs (e.g., ease of doing business, 
regulations, etc.), and various risks (including security, IPR, financial and political risk) 
against each other to maximize profit, employing value chain analysis to determine 
advantages.33 
  Global Supply Chains and Global Value Chains (GVCs) work together to maximize 
value and efficiency.  GVCs provide a systematic method by which manufacturers isolate 
individual activities in the manufacturing process to determine the value (e.g., profit) of each 
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activity. Whereas the industrial age of manufacturing relied on an in-house, “factory-centric” 
business model, information age manufacturing models are based on global value chains.34  
GVCs reflect a new understanding of the distribution of added or relative value of a product at 
each stage of its production process from raw materials to retail sale, increasing globalization.  
They enable greater information sharing—critical to transparency throughout the chain—
including interactive product development and synchronized production.   For example, the 
production elements of manufacturing in many cases provide little interest to firms now 
relying on the higher value elements of the overall process to generate increased profit.  U.S. 
“little m” manufacturing costs can be prohibitively expensive relative to their ability to 
generate income.  Therefore, much of this work has been offshored to countries with lower 
labor costs, less regulation and more supportive government policies.  The resulting erosion of 
manufacturing capacity driven by corporate profit strategies is diverging from the nation's 
vital interest of retaining a robust manufacturing base.  GVCs are tied to GSCs and to other 
elements of the manufacturing process through information technology (IT). 
 The Manufacturing Industry employs IT extensively to reduce transaction and 
coordination costs in product design, manufacturing and marketing activities, within and 
across firms through concepts such as just-in-time, mass customization, total quality 
management, flexible manufacturing systems, global outsourcing, integration among 
functions, electronic data interchange, electronic commerce, supply chain management, and 
network organization.  Manufacturers leverage IT for its ability to reduce labor, improve 
quality, differentiate products, improve customer service, and respond faster.35  IT comprises 
databases to improve quality control (e.g. bar codes), digital displays and electronic controls to 
improve precision and speed in the manufacturing process,  Radio Frequency identification 
systems for inventory tracking and ordering, and virtual prototyping (e.g., Computer aided 
design (CAD) and computer aided manufacturing (CAM)) to test new processes and products.  
Because these tools produce digitized output, the output can also be integrated across other IT 
elements, including globally available application software.  IT thus provides manufacturers 
insight into where profit is best achieved through trade-off of competitive advantage, enabling 
them to optimize industrial operational excellence.   
 To achieve Operational Excellence, manufacturers look at the whole process, 
integrating R&D, innovation, and the lessons learned from the actual build (e.g., “little m”).  A 
concise definition of operational excellence describes a holistic approach to integrating 
operations management methodologies in order to optimize people, assets and processes 
including research and development, maintenance, sales and service, warehousing and 
distribution, quality, and production9 to exact continuous process improvement.  Continuous 
process improvement can also be broadly translated into what is colloquially known today as 
“lean thinking.”  It is heavily wed to research and development, characterized as 
Manufacturing R&D when applied directly to the field of manufacturing.   
 Manufacturing R&D is comprised of “basic and applied experiments and 
investigations (as well as associated technical activities that include testing, prototype 
development, and other early-stage work).”2  It focuses on process-type technologies, such as 
measurement, milling, and machining, which allow for efficient, repeatable production leading 
to lower costs. Manufacturing R&D is critical to discovering new or emerging technologies or 
to make the next big leap in manufacturing processes or methods. These improvements may 
yield new processes, machines or systems to enable more efficient or effective production 
capabilities, resulting in fewer defects, greater yields, and lower costs.  Furthermore, 
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innovation is critical to the manufacturing process for both improving existing products, 
achieving competitive advantage, specializing, and developing new product markets.   
 Small businesses are the mainstay of innovation as they are often unencumbered by the 
comparatively high overhead rates and bureaucracy of larger corporations.  Therefore, small 
businesses are often beneficiaries of supportive national, state and local policies incentivizing 
innovation.  During international travel, the MISG was briefed on numerous comprehensive 
strategic policies to synchronize investments in new technologies across academia, research, 
and development to spur innovation.  Because some of these new technologies are embryonic 
at best, yet may hold great promise, they are termed “frontier” technologies.   
   Rapid Manufacturing is one such frontier technology tied to the field of Industrial 
Operational Excellence described above.  Rapid Manufacturing covers a wide array of 
intelligent tool technologies such as self diagnosing analytical instrumentation, nano-scale 
precision tools, product life-cycle management (PLM) tools,23 three-dimensional (3-D) 
printers,24 and rapid prototyping to include automated robot-based nano-manipulation.25  
 Nanoscience, the study of matter’s behavior at the atomic and molecular level, is 
another so-called frontier technology.  Nanotechnology, as defined by the U.S. National 
Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI), involves “understanding and control of matter at dimensions 
of roughly 1 to 100 nanometers, where unique phenomena enable novel applications.”36 

Consequently, it requires arranging the structure of materials and the precision placement, 
measurement, manipulation and modeling of matter less than one billionth of a meter.37  
Nanomanufacturing is an enabling process that cuts across many industries and products –
nano-fabrication, nano-metrology and nano-particles—and is already creating entirely new 
industries such as nano-medicine and nano-materials.   
 Biology-based technology, or biotech for short, is another frontier technology 
involving everything from biomanufactured foods and medicines to fuels and materials.  The 
combination of biotechnology and nanotechnology presents further possibilities.  But new 
manufacturing opportunities such as rapid manufacturing, nanomanufacturing, 
biomanufacturing, and other frontier technologies can only be achieved through a robust 
science foundation, provided from within the industry as well as through academia, 
specifically its focus on Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) 
resources. 
 The National Science Foundation considers STEM the “…core technological 
underpinnings of an advanced society…the strength of which is viewed as an indicator of a 
nation's ability to sustain itself.”38  It forms the cornerstone of U.S. manufacturing in legacy 
industries, substantial growth industries, and emerging technologies industries.  This includes 
developing resources that span the product life cycle from basic and applied research to 
product development and manufacturing.  STEM also provides a means for targeting resources 
to support each node of the “Big M” model of the manufacturing environment: Tier 1) 
research and development at the basic research level and applied research level for exploratory 
and applied applications, respectively; Tier 2) product design and development where 
designers are able to take the knowledge from applied research and apply to products that can 
be commercialized; Tier 3) production and maintenance, where products get produced and 
machines get fixed; and Tier 4) manufacturing support, where administrative functions, 
purchasing, inventory control, and shipping activities are executed.   
  Finally, the MISG considered the effect of these 14 characteristics on the U.S. 
Manufacturing Industry vis-à-vis Chinese and Malaysian manufacturing.  With respect to 
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China, the MISG identified the key advantages of trade with China—e.g., a potential market 
comprising a consumer base of several hundred million people.39  By outsourcing or 
offshoring components and hardware to China, U.S. companies have sharply boosted profits 
and return on capital,40 but likewise have lost manufacturing jobs that will likely not return 
to—or may have never been created in41—the U.S.  U.S. manufacturers face significant 
challenges competing with China due to low labor costs, lax environmental regulations, 
subsidies, and currency manipulation. China’s ongoing currency devaluation has artificially 
lowered prices on Chinese built goods and forced other Asian economies to devalue their 
currencies to remain competitive with the Asian monolith.  These actions result in artificially 
inflated prices of competing U.S. products, hurting the U.S. manufacturing base, which 
subsequently may directly or indirectly affect national security.  
 U.S. trade with Malaysia does not face such significant challenges.  One of the “Asian 
Tigers” along with Hong Kong and Singapore, Malaysia is a superior example of the global 
manufacturing industry—and offers an excellent counterpoise to China—as it too rapidly 
emerged from an agrarian society to become a leading global manufacturer.  Malaysia, like 
China, now relies on an export-driven economy, where it is ranked as the 22nd largest 
exporting nation in the world with more than 5,000 foreign companies resident within the 
country.  The Malaysian manufacturing industry alone contributes 80.3% to its total exports, 
and accounts for 32% of Malaysia’s GDP.10 The country achieved this rapid, stable growth 
through a national strategic economic policy first announced in 1986, which first considered 
its national competitive advantages, specialization, and strengths and weaknesses before it 
consciously developed its manufacturing industry.  

SECTION IV: KEY TRENDS 

 The Manufacturing Industry has undergone two major perturbations over the last 
quarter century.  First, the end of the Cold War opened global labor and natural resource 
markets.  Second, the maturation of the Internet enabled the rapid exploitation of these newly 
available resources.  These shocks significantly altered the global manufacturing landscape, 
creating both challenges and opportunities for firms.  The industry is not likely to return to 
equilibrium as present trends are likely to continue.   
 The MISG identified two categories of such trends, termed macroeconomic and 
microeconomic, influencing America’s ability to attract and retain manufacturing in this 
evolving environment.  Macroeconomic trends reflect broader conditions in the U.S. and the 
world.  Examples include employment, productivity, and the persistence of the U.S. trade 
deficit.  Microeconomic trends impact corporate decision making processes and the 
corresponding competitiveness of the firm.  These include the availability of technological and 
commercial opportunities arising from research and development (R&D), the effectiveness of 
collaboration among industry, academia, and government, the skill levels of domestic workers, 
particularly with regard to STEM education, and the economic and regulatory attractiveness of 
a particular location.  Both trends reveal threats to the sufficiency of the national industrial 
base in general and the defense industrial base specifically as it pertains to its ability to 
provide for national security requirements.   
 
 Macroeconomic Trends. The U.S. remains the world's top manufacturer, and its 
output as a proportion of global production has remained steady at around 20% since 1982.42  
The U.S. has, however, been shedding manufacturing jobs for decades.  In the early 1940's, 
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the Manufacturing Industry employed nearly 32% of American workers.  By the year 2000, 
the Industry only employed 13% of American workers.43  Manufacturing employment has 
become a particular concern in the wake of its slow rebound during the broader economic 
recovery after the 2001 recession.  The recession itself contributed to the loss of 2.9M 
manufacturing jobs, about 17% of the total at that time.44  In contrast to previous post-
recession periods, manufacturing employment never recovered and fell an additional 600,000 
in the period up to November 2008.45  There are two long-term structural issues driving the 
broader decline in manufacturing employment: productivity gains and offshoring. 
 U.S. worker productivity has grown steadily for decades at about 2% annually between 
1950 and 2000; this is, broadly speaking, highly desirable.  Increased output per hour worked 
translates to increased living standards.  Manufacturing productivity gains have grown even 
more quickly, averaging 2.8% annually for the same period.  This implies that overall output 
per worker grew threefold in fifty years while manufacturing output per worker grew fourfold.  
Even more impressive is the acceleration of manufacturing productivity growth to 4% from 
1995 to 2000 and 4.8% from 2000 to 2003.46   
 Productivity gains partially explain declines in manufacturing employment, but also 
illustrate the danger simple metrics can pose.  For example, one analysis concluded 8.6M new 
manufacturing jobs would have been required to produce the levels of output achieved in 2000 
if productivity levels had remained at 1990 productivity rates.  The number of manufacturing 
jobs would have increased 2% (thus comprising 19% of total U.S. employment) but instead 
fell to 13%.47  This analysis illustrates the hazard in only using the number of manufacturing 
jobs as a metric of Industry health when capital investments and process improvements create 
productivity gains enabling increased output at reduced employment.  Productivity gains are 
also credited with fueling a broad decline in global manufacturing employment.  Between 
1995 and 2002, global manufacturing eliminated 22M jobs, an 11% decrease.48  Key trading 

partners like Japan lost a sixth of its manufacturing 
jobs from 1995 to 2004 and China lost 15% over the 
same period.49  As shown in , employment 
changes are not uniform.  If productivity increases 
were the sole reason for job loss and increased output, 
there would be little concern regarding the ability of 
the industrial base to support U.S. national security 
needs. 

Figure 4

 However, tying all job losses and increased 
output to productivity may be misleading because the 
statistics mask the offshoring of production at 
intermediate stages of the manufacturing process.  An 
oft-cited paper by the Upjohn Institute's Susan 
Houseman cautions that while productivity gains may 
reflect better educated and higher performing workers, 
they can also result from cost savings generated by the 
offshoring of inputs.  Thus, the domestic 
Manufacturing Industry base could be declining even 
as output grows, reducing the capacity to satisfy 
national security needs via a domestic DIB.   

Figure 4. Global Manufacturing Employment Trends. 
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 The data does not provide a clear answer to the productivity gains vs. offshoring 
debate.  Most analysts agree U.S. job losses are primarily caused by domestic factors, e.g., 
contract completion, downsizing, bankruptcy and financial difficulty, and domestic 
outsourcing, with offshoring perhaps responsible for less than 5% of layoffs.  However, there 
has clearly been a rise in production abroad that might have been attracted to the U.S. in 
earlier decades.50  The relative growth in manufacturing output overseas is not in and of itself 
a damaging development since it provides U.S. consumers with cheaper products and U.S. 
manufacturers with lower cost inputs.  This trend, coupled with Americans persistent tendency 
of insufficient savings has induced trade deficits, resulting in favorable conditions for creating 
non-tradable services jobs vice employment tied to U.S.-based production.  The risk is a 
potential loss of the requisite manufacturing base needed to support U.S. vital interests and 
facilitate the maturation of frontier industries that can over time create high-value. 
    
 Microeconomic Trends.  Given  growing global competitiveness and the speed at 
which firms execute decisions, firms are attempting to differentiate themselves from 
competitors and stake out a more resilient position of competitive advantage.  To that end, 
firms are combining R&D funds and human capital in economically advantageous locations.  
As shown in Figure 5, global R&D funding is on the rise.  Firms are willing to spend R&D 
funding when and where research talent is both available and likely to provide the innovations 
necessary to penetrate or defend markets.  Firms are also increasingly more open to 
collaboration with government and academia to improve the effectiveness of R&D spending. 
 According to the Council on Competitiveness, the U.S. still leads the world in most 
innovation metrics; R&D spending, research performance of U.S. universities, number of 
scientific researchers, number of patents, most innovative companies, etc.51  However, across 
all metrics, the U.S. is losing its lead and its innovation engine is at risk.  While the U.S. is not 
reducing its commitment to domestic R&D (the U.S. still accounts for 37% of global R&D 
spending), U.S. firms are more likely to invest some R&D offshore.  Another factor distorting 
actual R&D investment derives from surging R&D investment by other countries.  China’s 
investment in R&D increased at an average rate of 19.3% in the last decade and is viewed as 
the most attractive location for new R&D as the funding follows production to China and 
other emerging market economies.52 

 
Figure 5. World R&D Expenditures 200453 vs. 2007.54 
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 Regarding the quality of the workforce, The Bureau of Labor Statistics and 
Georgetown University statistical sources indicate there is no shortage of STEM resources 
available to the U.S. manufacturing sector.55 The supply of STEM resources holding science 
and engineering degrees actually exceeds the number of available STEM jobs.56 Instead, the  
Industry is impacted as a result of the large number of STEM graduates choosing non-
technical career paths.  The ability to attract and retain these valuable human resources in the 
future is dependant upon the ability of the manufacturing sector to collaborate with academia 
on long-term resource planning. 
 Furthermore, data does not support the popular belief U.S. students are failing when 
compared to their peers in industrialized countries, including science and mathematics. Boe 
and Shin reviewed U.S. student test performance on six different international tests and 
compared U.S. students to students in 22 other industrialized nations.57 They concluded U.S. 
students generally performed above average in comparison with students in other 
industrialized nations.58 The actual shortcoming resides in public schools, which are not 
sufficiently equipped to address the challenge of preparing students for high tech innovative 
environments of an IT-intensive nature.59   
 In a globalized world, companies choose locations based on customer needs and profit 
potential.  Both domestic and international manufacturers consistently noted the negative 
influence of America's high corporate tax rate.  Corporate tax rate remains a significant factor 
affecting corporate decisions on facility locations.  The U.S. combined federal and sub-federal 
corporate tax rate of 39.3% is the highest among the world's leading industrialized countries.60  
Even if corporations ultimately pay less than the maximum rate, the tax code negatively 
distorts corporate behavior with regard to investment and production locations. 
 Lowering the benchmark tax rate would signal America's commitment to domestic 
production.  Developing tax regulations incentivizing domestic R&D investment would not 
only leverage U.S. inherent strengths, 
illustrated in Figure 661, but encourage new 
manufacturing capacity able to leverage the 
talents of knowledge-based research and 
technology clusters present across the 
country.    
 Another factor influencing the 
competitiveness of U.S. manufacturers is 
regulatory and compliance costs, which are 
almost twice the average for manufacturing 
as for other U.S. industries.62  Environmental 
protection, for example, is laudable in its 
own right but corporate representatives told 
the MISG the cumbersome process of 
complying with rules and then documenting 
that compliance is often unnecessarily 
expensive and thus anti-competitive.  
Likewise, the burden for U.S. corporations of 
providing health and retirement benefits to 
employees has become a matter of national 
competitiveness and alternative models, 

Figure 6. America’s Level of Development. 
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whether based on public or private sector solutions, have the potential to strengthen the ability 
of the U.S. to retain and attract new manufacturing industries on its shores. 
 As noted in the overview, the trends indicate the true health of the U.S. Manufacturing 
Industry, although its supporters are typically distracted by non-representative statistics (e.g. 
job loss).  Other countries face their own set of unique challenges.  However, some countries 
are more apt to consider their strengths and weaknesses, and develop a comprehensive strategy 
to accentuate inherent specialization and competitive advantage.  In discussions with 
manufacturing leaders in Ireland for example, Dublin uses the objective ratings compiled in 
the World Competitive Index to develop national strategies consistent with its unique set of 
challenges, trends, strengths and weaknesses.  The U.S. would do well to do the same, using 
Figure 6 as a starting point in developing such a strategy, which when considered side-by-side 
with the triads in Figure 2, highlight inherent, unique U.S. advantages. 
  

 SECTION V: RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 Based on visits to five states and three foreign countries as well as extensive study and 
research, the MISG concluded that the United States should take steps to secure the health of 
its manufacturing base, not only to preserve future prosperity but also to advance long-term 
national security interests.  Consequently, the MISG believes the U.S. Government, America's 
corporations, and the country's academic institutions should institutionalize thinking about 
manufacturing from a national security perspective.  Reframing U.S. views on Manufacturing 
would give rise to initiatives to both promote collaboration among government, corporations, 
and universities and remove obstacles to retaining manufacturing in the U.S. or attracting 
production to U.S. shores.  
 
Key Recommendations 

The MISG generated four key recommendations addressing the challenges listed in this report, 
summarized below with details following:   

 Develop and resource a National Economic Strategy (NES) that will feed into the 
existing National Security Strategy.  An NES would further integrate consideration 
of economic issues (including those of the Manufacturing Industry) into broader policy 
decisions about how the U.S. employs its instruments of power to advance national 
security interests. 

 
 Use the NES preparation process to continually examine key issues affecting 

America's manufacturing sectors.  Examinations would bring needed focus to the 
role of manufacturing in the health of the defense industrial base and illuminate the 
dynamics at play between trade imbalances and domestic productive capacity. 

 
 Develop and expand pathways for collaboration between academia, industry, and 

government.  Better pathways would create synergies across organizations to support 
each element of the manufacturing environment.  
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 Create an independent panel to review the impact of trade rules, taxation, 
regulatory compliance, and benefits burdens on domestic manufacturers.  This 
would highlight unnecessary impediments to onshore production for potential removal. 

 
The following is a detailed discussion of the MISG's four recommendations: 

1) Recommendation: Develop and resource a National Economic Strategy (NES) that 
will feed into the existing National Security Strategy.   
 The U.S. should more effectively integrate economic and strategic thinking by 
formulating a National Economic Strategy (NES) that supports the preparation of the existing 
National Security Strategy (NSS), an annual report required by law since 1986.63 The process 
of preparing an NES would more effectively inject the economic instrument of power into the 
national security planning process.  This would complement existing efforts to bolster 
interagency economic policy coordination, such as the creation in 1993 of the National 
Economic Council64 alongside the National Security Council 
  The MISG concluded that U.S. efforts to integrate economic policy into broader 
strategic planning are insufficient to optimize the advancement of long-term national security 
interests, including those of the Manufacturing Industry.  The MISG witnessed the benefits 
other countries derive from having developed mechanisms which ensure their national 
economic interests are routinely examined in a wide strategic context.  This was evident in 
travels to Germany and Ireland as well as research conducted on the policies of Malaysia, 
France, Russia, Japan, the Peoples Republic of China, and Taiwan.   .   
 National Security Strategy documents reveal a heavy focus on the military and 
political instruments of power, with informational and economic instruments included only as 
supporting elements.   
 Consideration of the military instrument of power is well integrated into the NSS 
process because the Department of Defense elaborates on DoD's support for strategic 
objectives through several mechanisms, including the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR), 
the National Military Strategy, and the National Defense Strategy.  Political and non-military 
security related activities are also well covered by virtue of specific strategy documents and 
plans prepared by civilian agencies that address issues such as intelligence, homeland security, 
foreign policy, and foreign assistance.  There is no supporting interagency report or process 
that specifically addresses how national economic policy relates to national security strategy, 
and this is where preparation of a National Economic Strategy would prove most useful. 
 Responsibility for the preparation of an NES would likely fall on the National 
Economic Council, relying heavily on the Departments of Treasury, Commerce, Energy, and 
State, along with the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR), the Environmental Protection 
Administration (EPA), and other smaller federal agencies with roles in economic policy, as 
needed.  Creating and vetting such a document would impose a discipline of interaction across 
economic-focused government departments and expand communications channels among 
these departments, other non-economic civilian entities in the government, and the military. 

(2) Recommendation: Use the NES preparation process to continually examine key issues 
affecting America's Manufacturing Industry.   
 The specific contents of the NES would, of course, be determined by the President, 
based on informed debate throughout the Executive Branch.  The MISG, however, believes a 
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comprehensive strategy document should address a number of issues related to manufacturing 
that have bearing on U.S. ability to advance its interests based on a vigorous economic 
instrument of national power.  These issues include the following: 

I. The Defense Industrial Base 
 An NES should address the significant and disturbing vulnerability identified by the 
MISG: the lack of analysis of national economic policy in the context of America's declining 
defense industrial base.    
 As defense spending as a percentage of GDP declines, the footprint of DoD spending 
on the national industrial base is shrinking.  The result is a reduction in the DoD’s influence on 
the composition of the industrial base and a corresponding reduction in the robustness of that 
base.  An NES could address how DoD policy might stress and expand the use of commercial 
capabilities where feasible, but at the same time contemplate a more active role in structuring 
the defense industrial base when commercial options are not feasible.  Furthermore, an NES 
would highlight those areas in which the U.S. must maintain competitive pre-eminence to 
ensure its vital interests are satisfied.   
 
II. The Balance of Trade  
 The NES should evaluate whether the underlying causes of persistent trade deficits are 
creating long-term harm to the development of the U.S. economy.  Short-term trade deficits 
are benign, reflecting cyclical differences in economic performance between the U.S. and its 
trading partners.  However, the U.S. has run a trade deficit every year since 1975, with 
dramatic increases in particular over the past decade.   
 A trade deficit means the economy is in effect facing a shortage of production in goods 
and services relative to consumption.  Since it is difficult to compensate for this shortage by 
importing services, the adjustment that occurs is naturally biased towards the provision of 
goods from abroad, so trade deficits that persist over the longer term tend to shift economic 
activity towards non-tradable services like construction, retail, and entertainment at the 
expense of manufacturing.  This is a matter of national concern to the extent by which the mix 
of sectors gain and lose compromises the ability of the country to maintain its industrial base 
for strategic reasons or to grow new industries that are likely to produce high value-added jobs 
and spur innovation over the longer term—an issue naturally suited for the interagency debate 
process that would accompany production of an NES.  
 
III. Trade Policy 
 The lack of balance in trade reflects macroeconomic conditions rather than trade policy 
issues.  An NES would provide for the requisite monitoring and recommendations regarding 
the effectiveness of trade policy in maintaining a level playing field for U.S. industry.  
Representatives of numerous production sectors allege extensive harm from foreign trade 
practices, suggesting an unfair competitive edge accruing to foreign competitors from poor 
intellectual property rights enforcement, currency manipulation, industry subsidization, and 
barriers to market access.  The MISG heard first-hand about these challenges from 
corporations and analysts at site visits in the District of Columbia, Kentucky, Maryland, North 
Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Virginia. 
 The U.S. already has a number of instruments at its disposal to address unfair trade 
practices, including WTO dispute mechanisms, anti-dumping levies, countervailing duties 
(against subsidies), and safeguards (against the flooding of the domestic market with imports).  
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The vigorous use and enforcement of such instruments are key to maintaining the domestic 
constituency for open trade.  The NES could set a broad tone with regard to the employment 
of such measures. 
 NES preparation could be particularly useful in establishing an integrated interagency 
approach towards trade partners whose actions are of particular concern from a critical 
national interest perspective.  The MISG found China's expanding trade and investment 
relationship with the U.S., for example, is sufficiently extensive and volatile to merit broad 
strategic consideration.  This is clearly reflected in existing U.S. policy that encourages China 
to be a "responsible stakeholder" in the global economic order, recognition of the importance 
of China's orderly economic expansion with respect to U.S. interests.    
 
IV. Constraints on Corporate Activity 
 The NES should analyze whether conditions at the firm level are impeding the broader 
creation of high-value production and service jobs in the U.S.  One example might be skills 
shortages due to a lack of STEM education and information technology capabilities.  A large 
proportion of government workers in information technology jobs are nearing retirement, 
suggesting the potential for future labor shortages in this area.65   
 
V. Critical and New Industry Support 
 The NES should recommend steps to be taken at the national level to ensure frontier 
industries do not develop primarily outside the U.S. Measures could include expanded R&D 
support, incentives for education, national efforts to coordinate the commercialization of 
research, and outright subsidies to industries whose role in the economy is critical to 
predominance in defensive capabilities (e.g., semiconductors, steel). 
 The MISG spoke with numerous private sector contacts who suggested America will 
have great difficulty capturing value from tomorrow's production if it does not make a 
concerted effort to view new industry development from a broad, strategic perspective.  Future 
high-value industries will likely be at the nexus of technological advancement and emerging 
challenges, implying that areas such as biotechnology, nanotechnology, and environmental 
goods may well offer Manufacturing opportunities over the coming decades equal in 
magnitude to the explosion of IT over the past generation.   

(3) Recommendation: Develop and expand pathways for collaboration between 
academia, industry, and government.   
 U.S., State, and local leadership should establish and support policies to target 
resources and initiatives to support each tier of the manufacturing environment: R&D, product 
design and development, production and maintenance, and, finally, manufacturing support 
such as administrative functions, purchasing, inventory control, and shipping.  Manufacturing 
jobs are particularly beneficial to the communities in which they are located, and the creation 
and retention of such jobs often rests on the ability of governments, universities, and 
corporations to coordinate activities that support the process of turning research and ideas into 
domestically produced goods. 
 The MISG was highly impressed with North Carolina’s efforts to encourage 
universities, corporations, and all levels of government to collaborate in preserving and 
expanding high-value industries.  North Carolina's Research Triangle Park is just one example 
in this regard of many successful efforts in the U.S. and abroad to forge "knowledge links" 
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that promote manufacturing sectors.  Similar efforts, for example, have been instrumental in 
innovative economic development associated with the rise of California's Silicon Valley. 
 The MISG believes universities, industry groups, state governments, and the federal 
government should actively consider how they can further incentivize the necessary 
collaboration that enables the academia-technology-industry cluster formation key to high-
value innovation.  Social networking tools for example, are useful catalysts for integrating 
these three elements and will prove invaluable to U.S. pre-eminence in manufacturing and 
innovation.    

(4) Recommendation: Create an independent panel to review the impact of taxation, 
regulatory compliance, and benefits burdens on domestic manufacturers.   
 The MISG believes key federal agencies should appoint an independent panel to 
review the impact of taxation, regulation, and employee benefits on American manufacturing 
with the goal of making recommendations that would strengthen competitiveness and 
eliminate unnecessary barriers to onshore production.  The current combined corporate tax 
rate of 39.3% is a poor advertisement for investment into the U.S. economy.  An overhaul of 
the tax code to incentivize domestic R&D and production may be necessary to retain the 
industrial base.  Furthermore, regulatory compliance should not overly burden manufacturers 
and the government should help firms adapt to tighter regulations. 

 
SECTION VI: CONCLUSION 

 
 U.S. Manufacturing is in a state of long-term relative decline, threatening the viability 
of our country's defense industrial base and U.S. longer-term prosperity.  The loss of U.S. 
production jobs is to some degree a reflection of forces that cannot and should not be arrested.  
For example, productivity gains translate into fewer people needed to create more value.  This 
trend creates temporary but painful dislocations for some workers but is conducive over time 
to higher living standards.  Similarly, the addition of large numbers of workers and 
sophisticated supply chains tied to the globalizing world economy imply that it is no longer 
realistic to perform low-value, labor-intensive functions in the U.S. 
 However, the MISG believes the decline of manufacturing in the U.S. has gone further 
than these forces would or should suggest.  This reflects domestic economic policies that favor 
service industry growth coupled with taxation and regulation approaches that drive activity 
offshore.  Further, America's trade partners are employing their own strategies to attract high-
value production industries that in prior decades would have come to the U.S.  Some of these 
foreign efforts are admirable, such as improving the investment environment or promoting 
workforce skills acquisition, but others are patently unfair, including the neglect of intellectual 
property rights and unfair subsidies to industry in violation of global trade rules. 
 The MISG believes that the current trends can be turned around, but only through 
concerted action.  YES, America can maintain competitive pre-eminence, create high value-
added manufacturing jobs and lead innovation in manufacturing, but only with concerted 
action along the lines of this report's four recommendations -- and it is imperative this 
action begins now. 
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